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connect to should be used when talking about a physical object being linked to another thing i e
the computer was connected to the printer connect with should be used when talking about non
physical links between objects and people i e they were connected with each other is connect
with or connect to used the most the meaning of connection is the act of connecting the state of
being connected how to use connection in a sentence the act of connecting the state of being
connected such as causal or logical relation or sequence contextual relation or association to consider
or show a person or thing to be related to someone or something else connect someone something
with someone something she s an actress i connect with the theater rather than the movies police
are connecting the break in with other recent thefts in the area more examples smart vocabulary
related words and phrases our sphere of connectivity also extends to our work lives at the
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organizational level a connected workforce is a stronger one healthy work relationships facilitate
greater learning and knowledge sharing improve retention and engagement and increase
innovation and performance of or relating to a connection or connections connect charges for a
new cable television channel kəˈnɛkt verb to link or be linked together join fasten tr to relate or
associate i connect him with my childhood synonyms for connect integrate couple interconnect
combine link string hook join antonyms of connect disconnect separate uncouple split divide
detach unhitch disengage transitive intransitive to join together two or more things to be joined
together connect a and b the towns are connected by train and bus services connect a to b the
island is connected to the mainland by a bridge connect a with b the canal was built to connect
sheffield with the humber estuary the rooms on this floor connect verb kəˈnɛkt verb forms join
transitive intransitive connect a to with and b to join together two or more things to be joined
together the towns are connected by train and bus services the canal was built to connect lake erie
with the hudson river a connecting door one that connects two rooms the rooms on this floor
connect verb be or become joined or united or linked the two streets connect to become a
highway synonyms join link link up unite see more verb land on or hit solidly the brick
connected on her head knocking her out see more verb plug into an outlet connect the tv so we
can watch the football game tonight synonyms plug in plug into human connection is the sense of
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closeness and belongingness a person can experience when having supportive relationships with
those around them connection is when two or more people interact connect to often used with
things and devices like computers your computer is connected to the internet or the printer is
connected to the computer s usb port or contexts like these but connect with often used with
people e g someone connects with someone the meaning of connect is to become joined how to use
connect in a sentence synonym discussion of connect the state of being related to someone or
something else the connection between smoking and heart disease is well known they re sisters i
knew their surname was the same but i never made thought of the connection in connection
with something b2 on the subject of something they want to talk to you in connection with an
unpaid tax bill noun the act or state of connecting synonyms union conjunction junction the state
of being connected the connection between cause and effect anything that connects a connecting
part link bond an electrical connection synonyms yoke coupling tie association relationship causes
how to connect with people what does it mean if you feel like you can t connect with people
there are a number of factors that might be at work ranging from problems with social skills to
poor past experiences with relationships knowing how to connect with people is important for
mental health and well being synonyms strong matches associating attaching bridging combining
coupling fastening fusing interlacing intertwining joined linking mingling mixing pairing
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relating uniting welding weak matches bringing together connective tying together discover
more example sentences recompete will invest 200 million in economic and workforce
development projects that connect workers to good jobs in geographically diverse and persistently
distressed communities across the tap connect to pair your airpods max with your device or to set
up features such as hey siri if you haven t yet set it up if you want to experience spatial audio tap
see hear how it works to start the setup tap done if you re signed in to icloud your airpods max
are set up automatically with any of your supported devices that are signed connections can be
played on both web browsers and mobile devices and require players to group four words that
share something in common each puzzle features 16 words and each grouping of words meaning
of connecting in english connecting adjective us kəˈnek tɪŋ uk kəˈnek tɪŋ add to word list joining
or being joined there s a connecting walkway between the buildings connecting rooms smart
vocabulary related words and phrases connecting and combining abut additive adjoin affix
something to something agglomerate
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connect with vs connect to easy usage guide 14 examples Mar 27 2024 connect to should be used
when talking about a physical object being linked to another thing i e the computer was
connected to the printer connect with should be used when talking about non physical links
between objects and people i e they were connected with each other is connect with or connect to
used the most
connection definition meaning merriam webster Feb 26 2024 the meaning of connection is the act
of connecting the state of being connected how to use connection in a sentence the act of
connecting the state of being connected such as causal or logical relation or sequence contextual
relation or association
connect definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 25 2024 to consider or show a person or
thing to be related to someone or something else connect someone something with someone
something she s an actress i connect with the theater rather than the movies police are connecting
the break in with other recent thefts in the area more examples smart vocabulary related words
and phrases
the importance of connections on our well being berkeley Dec 24 2023 our sphere of connectivity
also extends to our work lives at the organizational level a connected workforce is a stronger one
healthy work relationships facilitate greater learning and knowledge sharing improve retention
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and engagement and increase innovation and performance
connect definition meaning dictionary com Nov 23 2023 of or relating to a connection or
connections connect charges for a new cable television channel kəˈnɛkt verb to link or be linked
together join fasten tr to relate or associate i connect him with my childhood
connect synonyms 95 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 22 2023 synonyms for connect
integrate couple interconnect combine link string hook join antonyms of connect disconnect
separate uncouple split divide detach unhitch disengage
connect verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 21 2023 transitive intransitive to join
together two or more things to be joined together connect a and b the towns are connected by
train and bus services connect a to b the island is connected to the mainland by a bridge connect a
with b the canal was built to connect sheffield with the humber estuary the rooms on this floor
connect
connect verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 20 2023 verb kəˈnɛkt verb forms
join transitive intransitive connect a to with and b to join together two or more things to be joined
together the towns are connected by train and bus services the canal was built to connect lake erie
with the hudson river a connecting door one that connects two rooms the rooms on this floor
connect
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connect definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jul 19 2023 verb be or become joined or
united or linked the two streets connect to become a highway synonyms join link link up unite
see more verb land on or hit solidly the brick connected on her head knocking her out see more
verb plug into an outlet connect the tv so we can watch the football game tonight synonyms plug
in plug into
human connection why it s important i psych central Jun 18 2023 human connection is the sense
of closeness and belongingness a person can experience when having supportive relationships
with those around them connection is when two or more people interact
word choice connect to vs connect with which is May 17 2023 connect to often used with things
and devices like computers your computer is connected to the internet or the printer is connected
to the computer s usb port or contexts like these but connect with often used with people e g
someone connects with someone
connecting definition meaning merriam webster Apr 16 2023 the meaning of connect is to become
joined how to use connect in a sentence synonym discussion of connect
connection english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 15 2023 the state of being related to
someone or something else the connection between smoking and heart disease is well known
they re sisters i knew their surname was the same but i never made thought of the connection in
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connection with something b2 on the subject of something they want to talk to you in connection
with an unpaid tax bill
connection definition meaning dictionary com Feb 14 2023 noun the act or state of connecting
synonyms union conjunction junction the state of being connected the connection between cause
and effect anything that connects a connecting part link bond an electrical connection synonyms
yoke coupling tie association relationship
i can t connect with people why you might feel this way Jan 13 2023 causes how to connect with
people what does it mean if you feel like you can t connect with people there are a number of
factors that might be at work ranging from problems with social skills to poor past experiences
with relationships knowing how to connect with people is important for mental health and well
being
20 synonyms antonyms for connecting thesaurus com Dec 12 2022 synonyms strong matches
associating attaching bridging combining coupling fastening fusing interlacing intertwining joined
linking mingling mixing pairing relating uniting welding weak matches bringing together
connective tying together discover more example sentences
fact sheet president biden announces new workforce hubs to Nov 11 2022 recompete will invest
200 million in economic and workforce development projects that connect workers to good jobs in
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geographically diverse and persistently distressed communities across the
connect and use your airpods max apple support Oct 10 2022 tap connect to pair your airpods max
with your device or to set up features such as hey siri if you haven t yet set it up if you want to
experience spatial audio tap see hear how it works to start the setup tap done if you re signed in to
icloud your airpods max are set up automatically with any of your supported devices that are
signed
nyt connections hints and answers for april 27 tips to Sep 09 2022 connections can be played on
both web browsers and mobile devices and require players to group four words that share
something in common each puzzle features 16 words and each grouping of words
connecting definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 08 2022 meaning of connecting in
english connecting adjective us kəˈnek tɪŋ uk kəˈnek tɪŋ add to word list joining or being joined
there s a connecting walkway between the buildings connecting rooms smart vocabulary related
words and phrases connecting and combining abut additive adjoin affix something to something
agglomerate
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